


EXERCISE #1: HOW DO YOU SEE MEMORIES?

How do you access your memory? 

•	 Is it similar to the way I remember? Like scene selection on 

a DVD? 

•	 Do you see random images? Do they appear as if in a dream? 

•	 Activate your memory by using a simple example. Try to 

recall any activity you engaged in yesterday. Anything is ac-

ceptable, but the more vivid the better. Once you lock on to 

one activity, try to bring back as much from that moment as 

possible. Notice how those images came to you? 

•	 What did you use to guide yourself to that moment? 

•	 Were there certain triggers, like emotions or smells, or mark-

ers, like time of day or specific locations? 

•	 When you revisited that moment, what was your perspective 

like? 

•	 Did you watch yourself in the activity? Or did you see the 

activity through your own eyes the way you did when you 

originally lived it?



MEMORY CHART

TERM DEFINITION EXAMPLE

Short-Term Memory The recall of information 

for a relatively short time.

Remembering a seven-

digit phone number for a 

few seconds in order to 

dial it.

Long-Term Memory The retention of 

and ability to recall 

information over a long 

period of time, such as 

days, weeks, years, or 

even decades.

Remembering a poem you 

learned in high school or 

an argument you had with 

someone a month ago.

Explicit Memory The ability to comprehend 

and remember 

information consciously.

Remembering an 

appointment, a birthday, 

a script, or information 

while studying for a test.

Implicit Memory Memory that does not 

require conscious thought. 

Remembrance through 

repetition.

Knowing how to drive 

after driving for many 

years, or how to brush 

your teeth once you’ve 

learned.

Episodic Memory Part of autobiographical 

memory/declarative 

memory. The memory 

of things related to 

autobiographical events.

Remembering particular 

times and places in 

detail, including objects, 

emotions, people, and 

events from personal 

experience.

Semantic Memory Memory of the meaning 

and understanding of 

general knowledge and 

facts about the world. 

Unrelated to specific 

experiences and events.

Knowing that a hamster is 

an animal or a hammer 

is a tool.



EXERCISE #2: APR

As a first little step toward mindfully experiencing your life, let’s 

spend a moment examining your current A’s, P’s, and R’s. 

•	 First, what are you currently anticipating in the future? Is there 

anything happening in the next few days that you are prepar-

ing for? 

•	 Next, what are you in the middle of participating in right 

now? Are you taking full advantage and appreciating that 

which is presently going on in your life? 

•	 Lastly, what situation or event from the last few days can you 

strongly recollect as you are sitting there reading this book? 

Is it something that you would want to remember for years to 

come?



EXERCISE #3: ARE YOU BLOCKING OUT BAD BEHAVIOR?

The goal of this exercise is to be able to identify something that you 

may be blocking out because you don’t want to face the truth of it. 

This refusal to face something head-on may be holding you back 

from a more positive life. Is there anything about which you often 

say, “I’ll never do that again!”? When you are once again at the 

crossroads of the decision whether or not to indulge yourself in that 

behavior, what is it that makes you “forget” that promise to yourself? 

•	 Is there some strong memory you could conjure up and hold 

in your mind the next time you start to head in that direction? 

For example, make a list of all the cons of that behavior (bad 

for my health, destructive to my career, hurts others, too indul-

gent, and so on) and all the pros (momentary pleasure, makes 

me uninhibited, feels good to have a secret, and so on). 

•	 In addition, think of two very specific and illustrative examples 

of each side to be able to call on the next time you’re at the 

crossroads of a decision.



EXERCISE #4: EMOTIONAL BOGEYMEN

In exercise #3, you were asked to look at any bad behavior you 

might be blocking out because you might not want to give it up. But 

in this exercise, you are asked to identify something in your life that 

may be too painful for you to want to look at, in any way. 

•	 Is there a memory that holds such power over you that you 

don’t even allow yourself to remember or even think about it? 

•	 Is it a person? A secret? A time in your life that you feel you 

have to hide even from yourself? 

•	 What would happen if you completely explored the memory 

of it for all it’s worth? 

•	 What is your emotional bogeyman? 

•	 And is it tied at all to the bad behavior you may have uncov-

ered in exercise #3?



EXERCISE #5: WHAT IS YOUR STRONGEST SENSE?

Here is a quiz that the people at Marilu.com have had a lot of fun 

with, as it helps you determine which of the five senses is your most 

dominant followed by a description of your “sense” personality type. 

Almost every person who has taken this quiz agrees with the results.

To begin, number a paper from one to ten. Answer with the cor-

responding letter for each question. Remember to move quickly and 

don’t get stuck too long on one question. This shouldn’t take you 

more than a couple of minutes.

1. Which appeals to you most?

a. Corn

b. Lilac

c. Calla lilies

d. Cactus

e. Mango

2. Which is your favorite thing to do on a day off?

a. Go to a movie

b. Spend the day at the beach

c. Visit a museum

d. Participate in sports

e. Dine at your favorite restaurant

3. Which of these are you most likely to collect?

a. Records or CDs

b. Antique books



c. Art and design books

d. Travel or nature books

e. Cookbooks

4. Which is your favorite part of a wedding?

a. Dancing

b. Open bar

c. The ceremony

d. Visiting with friends

e. The food

5. What do you enjoy most about school?

a. Socializing with friends

b. The feeling of fall in the air

c. Learning new information

d. Buying new pencils and supplies

e. The cafeteria

6. Which of the following frightens you most?

a. Violence

b. Fire

c. Loneliness

d. Floods

e. Famine

7. Which one of these colors appeals to you most?

a. Black

b. Orange

c. Red

d. Rust

e. Yellow



8. Which of these guides you most?

a. A Higher Power

b. Passion

c. Logic

d. The advice of others

e. Instinct

9. Which of these is your favorite part of a romantic evening?

a. The right music

b. Foreplay

c. The way your partner looks

d. Holding hands

e. An intimate dinner

10. Which among these is your favorite holiday?

a. Independence Day

b. Christmas

c. Halloween

d. Valentine’s Day

e. Thanksgiving

Now add up how many of each letter you answered. The letter you 

answered most often is the sense you are most connected to.

a. Sound

b. Smell

c. Sight

d. Touch

e. Taste



Tabulate your answers like these examples. The following scores are 

mine and Lorin’s, showing our orders of dominance for our five senses: 

Mine

4— B’s: Smell

3— A’s: Sound

1— C: Sight

1— D: Touch

1— E: Taste

Lorin’s

4— C’s: Sight

2— A’s: Sound

2— D’s: Touch

1— B: Smell

1— E: Taste



EXERCISE #6: WHEN IN AROMA . .  .

It’s Acting/Memory 101, and we are going to start with your sense 

of smell, your olfactory sense. 

•	 Find a scent that will elicit a strong memory for you— an 

ex-girlfriend’s perfume, a boyfriend’s cologne, your father’s 

aftershave, a cinnamon bun, buttered popcorn, a glass of 

beer, burnt toast, vanilla extract, shampoo, hairspray, deodor-

ant, a cedar closet, a can of dog food, a leather jacket, or an 

antique book. Even a rubber band might do the job. 

•	 Once you have selected your object, close your eyes and 

bring the object close to your nose to take a strong, slow, and 

steady whiff. You may need to scratch, rub, or shake your 

object beforehand to release more molecules in the air and 

intensify its scent. It also helps to open your mouth as you 

inhale through your nose to allow more air to flow through. 

Your mouth and taste buds are connected to your nose and 

sense of smell, so this will increase the aroma. 

•	 As you smell your object, think about the very first time you 

were introduced to this scent. Was it the moment you were 

expecting? 

•	 Does this scent remind you of any particular person, place, or 

thing? 

•	 Does it make you happy, sad, angry, sexy, anxious, sleepy, or 

any of the other seven dwarfs? 

•	 What are some of the visuals you get from this scent? 

•	 Can you step inside the images this scent elicits and connect it 

to something else? 

•	 You don’t have to stop here. Allow your imagination to take 

you anywhere it’s willing to go. Don’t rush this. Enjoy the jour-

ney. Pay attention to the power one simple scent has over your 

imagination, psyche, and memory.



EXERCISE #7: SENSE MEMORY

Exploring sense memory is a powerful memory technique, and it has 

always been one my favorites in any acting class. Sense-memory 

work places you in the proper state of mind to experience a particu-

lar feeling or emotion. In this exercise, I am trying to help prompt 

your memories, which will ultimately teach you how to use your cur-

rent life to access your past. When you use something that has a 

powerful effect on you, memories come rushing back. 

•	 Choose an object that inspires you to remember something 

long forgotten. The idea is to “spend time” with this sense-

memory object, by either thinking of it, looking at it, listening 

to it, smelling it, touching it, or tasting it. 

•	 And then leave yourself open to what happens to you emo-

tionally or psychologically.

If you feel as if you have a lot of sense-memory objects and you 

don’t know which one to focus on, don’t worry about it. It doesn’t 

matter which one you choose at first; others will start flooding into 

your awareness. Sense memories happen throughout your day, with-

out your even realizing it. The object of this exercise is not to pick 

one sense-memory object and then put it away. It is to make you 

aware that everything in your life is flooded with memories, and 

these memories are readily available to help put you in whatever 

mood you need to be in at any given time. You can start to think 

of your memories as something you can look up, like something on 

Wikipedia, rather than random images that are called to mind by 

your environment.



EXERCISE #8: SENSE MEMORIES IN ACTION

Think about someone or something in your life you’re about to con-

front. 

•	 What would make you a more effective participant in that 

situation? Being calm? Fired up? More loving? 

•	 Now, what sense-memory object would help you get into that 

state of being? 

•	 Choose something that evokes a strong memory to elicit the 

most appropriate response. For example, before asking for a 

raise, you might look at a snow globe from your childhood to 

calm and center you. Or hold your old football trophy before 

embarking on a new exercise regime. Or look at a “happier 

times” photo of you and your ex before engaging in a conver-

sation with them about swapping weekends with the kids. You 

may even listen to the theme song from Rocky for all of the 

above! Whatever it takes to stimulate your memories to make 

you feel like you can get the job done!



EXERCISE: #9: MUSIC AND YOUR MEMORIES

When you hear a familiar song on the radio, what do you experi-

ence? 

•	 Do you usually have memories connected to the title, the 

music, or the lyrics? 

•	 How many of your senses can you engage when listening to 

music that has a powerful effect over you? 

•	 What album cover instantly comes to mind when you read 

those two words? 

•	 What type of music tends to bring back the most memories 

for you?



EXERCISE #10: ADDING THE JUICE

Spend the rest of this day consciously thinking about squeezing a 

little more Juice into everything you’re doing. 

•	 As you do this, think about how much this affects your mem-

ory of each moment. In fact, check back tomorrow to see how 

much you can remember from the time you were engaged in 

this exercise. 

•	 Also, think about the things in your life that automatically 

have the Juice, those activities that fire you up without any 

effort. 

•	 The next time you engage in one of those activities, pay at-

tention to how your receptors are working compared to other, 

less passionate activities. Once you know this information, 

you will be able to see where you’re Juicy and where you’re 

drying up.



EXERCISE #11: MEMORY PRIMERS

I will give you one of the exercises the memory team at UC Irvine 

gave me the very first time I was tested:

Think back to your twenty-first birthday.

•	 What is the first memory that comes up when you read the 

question?

•	 What do you remember about that day?

•	 What did you do?

•	 What images come to mind?

•	 Are you remembering your twenty-first birthday in a chrono-

logical order? Or are you thinking about one part of the day 

and staying fixated on that part, as you delve deeper and 

deeper in the memory?

•	 Maybe you’re remembering a particular person from that 

night and what you did with them on another occasion. Or 

perhaps there is an image or a song or smell you can remem-

ber from that night that transports you to another day and 

time, or even another birthday.



Start becoming aware of how you recall things when you start 

with one event or one memory.

Now try to remember the same birthday in the four different 

ways we’ve discussed throughout this chapter: Horizontally, Verti-

cally, Mushroomingly, and Sporadically.

Each original memory or event will probably be remembered in 

a different way. Unlock your brain and unleash your memories. Feel 

free to be more open to whatever comes up. Your brain is the result 

of all the circuitry and wiring, and by understanding the route your 

memories prefer to take, the way your brain retrieves things, you can 

set it up and utilize it to its full potential. For example, if you tend to 

prefer to recall a memory in a linear way, the next time you try to 

remember something, walk yourself through the memory using the 

Horizontal method. Let’s say you’re trying to remember a Saturday 

evening with friends; you may have to start even earlier in the day 

or even the day before to remember the specifics of that evening. In 

other words, when remembering, play to your memory strengths.



EXERCISE #12: MEMORY BLOCKS

Take a moment and try to remember an event from ten years ago. 

Once you have selected an event, jot down a list of everything you 

can remember. Don’t write a narrative of what happened, just a 

word or phrase that labels each item you remember. I gave this ex-

ercise to my number one test subject, Lorin, and this is what he came 

up with for a wedding he attended in Wisconsin in March of 2003 

(I guess he wanted to stay with a cheese-head theme):

1. The hotel room (crowded and noisy)

2. The layout of the church and reception hall

3. The location of the open bar at the reception hall (his most 

vivid memory of all)

4. The dollar dance with the bride

5. Dancing with the bride’s mother and grandmother

After you’ve made a brief list of what you remember, incorpo-

rate other resources (such as photos) to get past memory blocks and 

build on your list. Lorin thought he had nothing left, but here’s what 

he came up with after looking at just two photos from the event:

1. Walking around the neighborhood of the church

2. How beautiful the bride and bride’s mother looked that day

3. How tightly packed the tables were at the reception

4. Specific conversations at dinner

5. The bride’s aunt challenging other women (and men) to 

arm-wrestle

6. The funny toast made by the best man

7. Some of the people from another wedding held next door

8. The party favors on each table

9. The bride and groom describing their honeymoon plans

What I’m hoping you’ll discover from this exercise is that just a 

few triggers (for Lorin it was just two photographs) can bring back 

many other memories from an event as far as ten years away. Don’t 

ever stop when you think you’ve reached a block; think of links that 

can get you deeper into the memory.



EXERCISE #13:

Do the same memory-blocks exercise that you did in Exercise #12, 

but this time, pick another event from ten or even fifteen years ago. 

Write out a list of what you remember first, without any help. When 

you reach a block, instead of looking at a photo or other object to 

spark memories, contact someone else who experienced that event 

with you. Have a memory brainstorming session to try to bring back 

as many memories from it as possible. Hopefully, you’ll find a great 

deal more than you did using an object as a memory trigger, as you 

did in the last exercise. This exercise not only can be fun, it can also 

be informative for your relationship with that person and the prog-

ress in your own life.



EXERCISE #14: LET YOUR SCHOOL TRACK  

TAKE YOU BACK

School really does stick with you, whether you realize it or not. So 

let’s use a school track to reconstruct some of your past. For now, let’s 

play with this without paper, just to exercise your mind and memory. 

Even though you will forget some of it, none of your efforts will be 

wasted. Think of this as a memory workout.

•	 Pick a school year that is fairly vivid to you. We are just start-

ing out, so let’s keep it at the beginner level for now. If you 

can’t single out one particular year, go for freshman year in 

high school. That’s usually memorable for most of us, because 

it’s full of many first-time moments: a new school, several 

teachers as opposed to one or two, departmentalization, a 

big lunchroom, new friends, and new frenemies.

•	 Try to think of what your schedule was like.

•	 What was the bus (or car) ride to school like?

•	 What time did your first class start and what was it?

•	 Who was your first-period teacher? Try to remember what the 

room looked like. Try to visualize one of your textbooks.

•	 Who were some of your friends during that school year? 

Enemies? Bullies?

•	 Do you remember any particular projects or memorable 

events?

•	 Now try to remember what your second period was and ask 

yourself the same questions.

Do this same drill for all of your classes. Try to reconstruct your 

entire freshman class schedule.



LORIN’S TRAVEL TRACK 

    1981— 06/29/81: Two months— West and East Europe, Russia, 
Egypt, and Israel 12/06–12/12— Nassau, Bahamas

1982— 09/02/82: Three-week drive cross-country: Chicago to 
L.A., California

1983— 07/83: Three-week train trip throughout Peru
1984— 07/84: Three-week train trip throughout Japan
1985— No trip that year
1986— 4/02/86: Two months Australia, New Zealand, and 

Hawaii
1987— 07/87: Three weeks— France, Holland, Italy, 

Switzerland
1988— 01/88: Two weeks— Las Vegas, Salt Lake City, and 

Phoenix
1989— No trip that year
1990— 06/90: France, Italy, Greece, Turkey, and England
1991— 08/91: Cross-country drive— Chicago to L.A., Route 90
1992— 06/92: Cross-country drive— L.A. to Chicago, Route 10 

and Route 40
1993
1994
1995— 04/95: Cross-country drive— L.A. to Chicago, 

Interstate 10 through New Orleans
1996— Summer ’96: Mexico City, Teotihuacan, and Puebla
1997— August ’97: France, Poland, Belarus, Czech Republic, 

and Slovakia
1998
1999



2001— 09/20: Paris, Rome
2002— 05/07: Ireland
2003
2004— 07/10: Japan and China
2005
2006— 08/06: Ukraine, Hungary, Romania, Italy 2007— 08/31: 

South Africa, Botswana, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, and 
Kenya

2008— 06/08: Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand
2009
2010— 10/14: Cross-country drive— Los Angeles to New York
2011
2012

This is how Lorin’s timeline looked after only fifteen minutes. 
He then continued filling in the years in the same fashion, until he 
had something written for every year right up to the present, 2012. 
Once he had all the years filled in, I guided him to go back and fill 
in each trip in more detail. He started with his 1981 Europe trip.



Summer two-month Eurail Youth Pass trip

06/29/81: Left JFK New York to Gatwick London
07/03/81: Arnhem, Holland
07/06/81: Berlin, West Germany
07/09/81: Warsaw, Poland
07/12/81: Moscow, USSR
07/15/81: Leningrad, USSR
07/17/81: Helsinki, Finland
07/19/81: Stockholm, Sweden
07/21/81: Hamburg, West Germany
07/23/81: Zermatt, Switzerland
07/26/81: Venice, Italy
07/29/81: Athens, Greece
07/31/81: Jerusalem, Israel
08/03/81: Cairo, Egypt
08/08/81: Luxor, Egypt
08/11/81: Aswan, Egypt
08/12/81: Rome, Italy
08/15/81: Pisa, Italy
08/16/81: Nice, France
08/22/81: Barcelona, Spain
08/26/81: Paris, France
08/30/81: London, England
08/31/81: Flight home to New York



THE GIFT OF TIME(LINE)

One of my favorite gifts to give someone (besides organizing their 

closet!) is a timeline of something from our relationship. In 2010, 

when Lorin moved back to New York after having lived in Los Ange-

les for nineteen years, I sat down and fired off a log of some of our 

best times during his years here. In one sitting I filled six solid single-

spaced pages of listings, and this action is what inspired many of the 

memory-prompting exercises you see in this book. Earlier that year, I 

had also given as a birthday gift to my ex-husband Rob a list of how 

we’ve celebrated his birthday for the past twenty-five years. This is 

what these lists looked like:

SOME OF THE ENTRIES FOR LORIN’S GOING-AWAY GIFT:

19910325— Visit to LA

19910906— Arrival in LA to live

19911117— Made dinner in apt for Rob and me

19911213— Include Me Out! at USC followed by dinner at Ca’Brea

19911225— Chicago Xmas

19920412–19920419— Cal a Vie (fans, classes, massages, heart 

beeping)

19920418— Holy Saturday break-in by Kirk at house averted by John 

the ex-marine

19920420— Move to Hilton for the week

19920429–19920430— LA Riots (Armed guard and Rob’s Riot Soup)

19920514— 14th, 15th, & 18th Dancerobics shoot

19920515— Ate at Il Mito after Friday shoot and pigged out!

19920728— Trial for Kirk

19920801— Lloyd’s wedding (sat w/Johnny and Kelly)

19921005— Week of promos for Dancerobics in NY (Joan Rivers, 

Regis and Kathie Lee)



19921200— Aspen updates all month

19921220— Leave for Aspen

19921221— First day on slopes

19921225— Xmas on Friday

19921231— New Year’s Eve at the Jerome

19930102— Everyone leaves

19931222— Everyone in Tonight Show audience followed by big party 

at house

19931225— Xmas L.A.

19931231— R & I in Aspen, Ls in Chicago

19940512— Nicky’s birth

19940604— 4th, 5th, 6th of June— Marilu Show pilots

19940712— Marilu Show starts production

19941012— Surprise Family Show

19941218— Sunday— Aspen

19941225— Sunday— Aspen

19950128— We went to the Golden Globes!

19950201— Wednesday— Grease Reunion Show— Farfalla night

19950714— Friday night at Farfalla (Nicky got locked in car and 

busboys got him out)

19951112— Joey born!

AND HERE IS SOME OF ROB’S BIRTHDAY GIFT (THE DATE, HIS BIRTHDAY, 

JULY 16, WAS ALWAYS THE SAME):

1990— Monday— In LA. We were recently married. You had left  

France on July 11, the day after Christal & Roy’s wedding, to start 

Gabriel’s Fire. I had gone to Italy with some of the family and left  

them to come and be with you on your birthday. We went to Patina  

to celebrate.

1991— Tuesday— In LA. You were in the middle of All I Want for 

Christmas and I was shooting Noises Off. Lorne and I cooked dinner 



for you and we ate out on the balcony. Chocolate mousse from the 

Nowhere Café. Great meal!

1992— Thursday— In LA. Great evening. Big party out on deck with 

family and friends. Watched Clinton accept nomination and then 

greeted guests. Lorin gave you microphone. Your mom’s speech  . . .  “I 

work alone, Marilu.”

1993— Friday— In LA. Celebrated night before at Patina because I shot 

Evening Shade the night of your birthday. The entire cast and audience 

sang “Happy Birthday” to you.

1994— Saturday— In LA. Went to see afternoon showing of Forrest 

Gump leaving Nicky with that oddball nanny for the first and only time. 

Donna had left on Thursday right before we went to see The Sisters 

Rozenzweig and I was distraught. You kept saying, “It’s okay. We get to 

keep the baby!”

1995— Sunday— In Minneapolis. Nicky and I left on the Friday the 

14th after celebrating your birthday with the cast and crew at lunch on 

your set. You on roller skates and Nicky doing the Dionne Farris song “I 

Know.” The morning of your birthday, MaryAnn and David (who were 

living downstairs) made you breakfast and set out the cutout of Nicky 

and me that your prop guy made of us.

1996— Tuesday— In Vancouver. My favorite of all times! Celebrated 

at dinner with Joan Harrison from CBS on the day, but on Saturday, 

I surprised you with the boat ride and full sushi bar for you, David, 

MaryAnn and me. Incredible, unforgettable night!

1997— Wednesday— In NYC. I was doing Chicago and Bob Carney 

and Cynthia (his wife) were in town and came to see the show. After the 

show, fourteen of us went to Picholine to celebrate your birthday.



1998— Thursday— In LA. We celebrated the day after with a huge 

group of people in the private room at Il Sole because you were out of 

town on your actual birthday.

1999— Friday— In Las Vegas. Night before at the China Grill with Erin, 

Trent, and Cheslow. That night JFK Jr.’s plane went down. On Saturday 

we celebrated your birthday at our house in Henderson during the day 

with a big barbecue before my two shows (Chicago) that night. Sad 

news on TV all day.

2000— Sunday— I was in NYC rehearsing Annie Get Your Gun, so 

we celebrated when you came to join us a week later in Dallas at 

Benihana. The boys loved it!



EXERCISE #15: USING META-TAGGING

Here’s a fun way to show the power of common tags for eliciting 

memories. Divide a piece of paper into four columns. Label the col-

umns with the following titles: 1. Hot Weather, 2. Cold Weather, 3. 

Rainstorms, 4. Snowstorms. (People in Southern California could 

label these as 1. Over 70°, 2. Under 70°, 3. Foggy Days, 4. Trips 

to Aspen. If you’re from Minnesota, try 1. Above Freezing, 2. Below 

Freezing, 3. Blizzards, 4. Really Bad Blizzards.)

Now see how many days/events you can recall for each of those 

four weather categories in the next ten minutes. Work quickly and 

don’t go over the time limit. Using once again my favorite memory 

student, Lorin, the following are his results for this exercise:

HOT WEATHER

a. Beach day with the Puchtas in August 1977

b. Cubs baseball game with Chuck Hall and Steve Hager, 1966

c. Second-class train ride in Vietnam, June 2008

d. Day at the U.S. Open, New York, September 2010

e. Unbearable mosquitoes at Nippersink Resort, June 1976

COLD WEATHER

f. Delivering law bulletin in downtown Chicago, January 1973

g. Ice-skating at Haas Park, December 1969

h. Sledding in Lincoln Park followed by hot chocolate, January 

1971

i. Stuck on a ski lift in Snowmass, December 1992

j. Walking with canvas shoes in Segovia, Spain, in January 

2010



RAINSTORMS

k. Thunderstorm in Washington, DC, National Mall, August 

2009

l. Unusual orange-colored hue in backyard in Chicago, 1967

m. Monsoon in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, June 2008

SNOWSTORMS

n. Blizzard as backdrop for flamenco show, New York, January 

2011

o. April blizzard in Chicago, 1975

p. Washington, DC, blizzard, January 1996

q. February blizzard, Chicago, 1967

Hopefully, by doing this exercise, you brought back a few im-

ages you haven’t thought about for a long time, and you were able 

to add more dates and entries to your timeline. Using weather as a 

common denominator can bring up lots of memories scattered ran-

domly over several decades, because they are linked by very memo-

rable conditions. This can be done with other common tags, as well.

Try lots of these meta-tags to retrieve and input more into your 

timeline. If you’ve used all the retrieval tools we’ve discussed so far, 

you should have a fairly extensive timeline by now.



LEGACY QUESTIONNAIRE

I have always been fascinated with the subject of legacy and how 

our being raised a certain way impacts the choices we make every 

day. Are we causing our own problems by ignoring the warning 

signs? Do we often set up certain types of situations because they 

make us feel comfortably uncomfortable? Are we choosing the peo-

ple we choose because our place in the family attracts us to people 

who “complete” us the same way? What is inherent in the cultural 

legacy (heritage, family, socioeconomic level) of each of us?

I have listed questions regarding what I consider to be the five 

most basic areas that cover legacy. There are so many others, but I 

think it’s best to focus on just these five in order to best understand 

our past and help to positively predict and shape our future.

YOUR FAMILY IN THE COMMUNITY/NEIGHBORHOOD

Think back to your childhood and answer these questions:

1. Get an image of your family when you were growing up 

and its place in your neighborhood/community. How would 

you define it? Please reflect on why.

a. Big fish, little pond

b. Little fish, big pond

c. Little fish, little pond

d. Big fish, big pond

e. Other

2. How would you describe your life now and its place in the 

community?

a. Big fish, little pond

b. Little fish, big pond

c. Little fish, little pond

d. Big fish, big pond

e. Other



3. When faced with the opposite of your “world” (you’re used 

to a little pond, you like being in a big pond, etc.), what is 

your reaction? Does it make you feel overwhelmed? Chal-

lenged? Inspired? Depressed? Other?

4. Add anything you would like to include about your parents 

and their roles in creating this world you grew up in.

YOUR PLACE IN THE FAMILY

Try focusing on your place within your family for this section. You 

can be as specific or as general as you’d like to be. Talking about 

our families paints a picture of who we are.

1. What was your birth order (oldest, middle, youngest, and 

number of how many)? And please note how many boys, 

girls, stepsiblings, etc.

2. Correlate your birth order to the stages of your life. At 

what point in your life did you feel the best? For example, 

if you were the baby of your family, would you say that 

your earlier life felt the most comfortable and successful for 

you? If you were the oldest, would you say the best is yet to 

come?

3. List each of your parents’ birth order in their respective 

families growing up. Describe each parent’s place and how 

they responded to the corresponding child. (For example, if 

your mom was the youngest girl, how did she feel about the 

youngest girl in your family, and so on.)

YOU AS A WORKER

Building on the previous theme from section 2, think about how you 

usually behave when you are in a group of people.

1. In what role do you feel most comfortable? (The wunderkind 

if you’re the baby? The teacher/sage if you’re the oldest? 



YOU AS A WORKER

Building on the previous theme from section 2, think about how you 

usually behave when you are in a group of people.

1. In what role do you feel most comfortable? (The wunderkind 

if you’re the baby? The teacher/sage if you’re the oldest? 

The diplomat if you’re in the middle? The center of attention 

if you’re the only?)

2. Now define yourself as a worker. Do you tend to feel most 

comfortable at a job where your position correlates with 

your birth order?

3. Describe your parents in a group. To which parent are you 

most similar as a worker?

4. And just for fun, if this were The Apprentice, what role 

would you take? (Project manager? Worker bee? “Under 

the radar” type?) And at what point in the process do you 

think you’d hear “You’re fired!”?

YOU IN A RELATIONSHIP

This section will help you observe your role within a relationship.

1. Think about the different types of people you’ve been at-

tracted to throughout your life. Has there been one predom-

inant type? Note their birth order as well.

2. Is there a personality trait you look for in a partner that 

“completes” you?

3. From what you’ve learned about your parents, do you usu-

ally take on the role one of them takes/took?

4. Recognizing that the world works on a yin/yang (feminine/

masculine) balance, what percentage of each (within your-

self) would you say you are?



YOU AND YOUR HEALTH/APPEARANCE/BODY

Now we’re going to be talking about  . . .  you and your health/ap-

pearance/body!

1. What was your mom’s attitude about her own health/ 

appearance/body? What was hers about your father’s?

2. What was your father’s attitude about his own health/ 

appearance/body? His attitude about your mom’s?

3. What were your mom’s and dad’s attitudes over the years 

about your health/appearance/body?

4. Compare your current health/appearance/body to that of 

your siblings.

5. Taking in all the information that you’ve revealed about 

yourself in the past five sections, what would you say you’ve 

learned about the way you currently handle your health/

appearance/body? Is there anything you’d like to do to 

improve it? And is there anything you’ve learned that will 

help you do just that?
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EXERCISE #16: TIMELINE TIME-TRAVEL

Picture your personal timeline of a particular year in your head (this 

year, last year, or any special year in your past). 

•	 Now try to fill in as much of it as possible. 

•	 Start with a wide viewpoint and then try to narrow your focus 

to what you did on your birthday, your kids’ birthdays, an-

niversaries, holidays, vacations, or siblings’ birthdays. 

•	 Add another layer to this exercise by taking the memory from 

a simple meta-tag into deep recall— from Horizontal to Verti-

cal, or Mushroom or Sporadic.



EXERCISE #17: WHAT’S YOUR DIGITS?

In keeping with the “you are your own memory palace” idea of this 

chapter, I suggest you remember numbers by relating them to your 

life. I have inserted a chart of every possible two-digit combination 

here and I want you to go through and find all the numbers you 

have an obvious memory for. For example, “52” reminds me of my 

birth year and “46” reminds me of April 6, my birthday. I can go 

through this chart and associate every one of these numbers with 

something from my life. Now when you have a phone number to 

remember, break it into two-, three-, or four-digit pieces, and it’ll be 

much easier. You’ll be connecting ideas from your own life rather 

than abstract or absurd notions. Besides, the more you start relat-

ing your life to dates, the more dates and experiences you’ll have to 

draw from.

For example, I have a friend whose phone number’s last four 

digits are 4780. The first time I heard this number, I instantly thought 

April 7, 1980! It was a Monday and I went to Francis Ford Coppo-

la’s birthday party! And I flash on this event for a second whenever 

I call my friend. But this is not unusual for me because every time 

I hear any number, I relate it to some date from my life. (I prom-

ised you’d get to see how my brain works!) I even help other people 

think of ways to remember their numbers. Why rely only on your cell 

phone’s contact list? We have to stop being so lazy and start using 

our brain’s amazing abilities!



NUMBER CHART 00–99

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99



EXERCISE #18: WHERE WERE YOU WHEN . .  .

In this exercise, look at this list of world events and try to remember 

where you were when you first heard or read about them. Even if 

you can’t remember the exact time and place, see what other memo-

ries these events prompt in you. If you draw a complete blank, don’t 

give up, just look up the dates or events and cross-connect them with 

your personal timeline to see what else you may remember.

1. The Oklahoma City bombing

2. The shootings at Columbine

3. The death of Osama bin Laden

4. The taking down of the Berlin Wall

5. The shooting of Ronald Reagan

6. Baby Jessica’s rescue from the well

7. The Challenger explosion

8. The death of Michael Jackson

9. The election of President Obama

10. The rescue of the Chilean miners



EXERCISE #19: MEMORY BRAINSTORMING FORUM

This exercise can really be fun and provide some unexpected memo-

ries from a long-lost past. While working on this book, Lorin posted 

on Facebook a few prompting questions about a crazy musical 

revue he did in Chicago back in 1977. He posted it for five former 

cast members he recently reconnected with on Facebook.

As each person responded, they naturally added a comment or 

two and shared a random memory from that experience. In just three 

days and about thirty posts later, this little forum snowballed into re-

membering and recounting highlights from every musical number 

in the show, the first and last names of all the other cast members, 

great little side stories Lorin had completely forgotten about, photos 

exchanged from the show, and a campaign to locate the rest of the 

cast. He got much more than he bargained for by posting a few re-

membrances from an oddball show he did thirty-four years ago. This 

is amazing, considering most of the cast members are now grand-

parents. This kind of thing happens every day on Facebook, which 

provides a perfect forum to do it.

Your exercise is this: 

•	 Start a memory brainstorming forum with your family, friends, 

coworkers, classmates, former band members, sorority sisters, 

bridge club, or bowling team. 

•	 All you need to do is post a question, song, photo, poem, 

theme, specific event, or anything else that will get the discus-

sion ball rolling. If you’re not on Facebook, you can still do it 

by creating a mass e-mail for your group.

This is really fun to do with older siblings, because everybody 

seems to have a different spin on the same event that happened de-

cades ago. Whether it was a family vacation, holiday, or wedding, 

everyone remembers things a little differently. Anyway, give it a try. 

You have nothing to lose, and you might rekindle some old warm 

and fuzzy nostalgic feelings.



EXERCISE #20: INFANT MEMORY GAMES

It is never too early to start doing memory exercises with your 

baby. In fact, lots of studies show that babies respond more favor-

ably (being calmer, crying less) to specific music that was frequently 

played out loud while they were  . . .  in the womb! So, feel free to 

crank up the Mozart or Carlos Santana, starting in the second or 

third trimester. Your baby will be playing Name That Sonata before 

he can even say “Da Da,” and he’ll be the life of the pre-K party, 

shaking groovy bossa nova rhythms on his teething rattle.

Along with music, visual identification games are also great. 

•	 Use pictures from books, magazines, and family photos. 

Clearly describe what they’re looking at, and then go back 

and ask them to point out the image you’re naming or 

describing. At first, this may seem futile, but eventually you’ll 

have what you might call a “Helen Keller wa-wa” moment, 

and they’ll start accurately picking out everything.



EXERCISE #21: WHO, WHEN THEY WERE LITTLE .  .  .

When you play this game with your children, use members of your 

family or friends, or anyone you knew when they were young. Pick 

different categories, from favorite animals to favorite TV shows to 

birthday parties to crazy school stories— even to childhood injuries 

like breaking an arm and needing a cast. Even if you don’t have all 

of these facts in your memory bank, you can ask your siblings or 

family members. They will certainly remember their own childhood 

preferences. Talk about a memory-stimulating conversation!



EXERCISE #22: THE MEMORY GAME

Play your own version of the Memory Game with your family. Just 

like Who, When They Were Little . . . ,  the Memory Game can be 

about anything you do. 

•	 From your family vacations to different holidays to birthday 

parties, different school years, and different teachers, use any 

experience that your children have had, even as simple as 

one day at school. 

•	 Create questions based on your family’s experiences with any 

of these categories and tailor them for each participant. That 

way, even the younger family members can get involved. 

•	 Be sure to periodically re-ask the questions to keep the memo-

ries alive. Many years after the fact, my kids can answer 

questions like, “In what city did we visit the Rock and Roll Hall 

of Fame when you guys were five and six?” Or “What did 

each of your Secret Santas give you for Christmas in 2002?”

Memory is, by definition, the exploration of what is stored in our 

minds. It is relating one thing to many things or many things to one 

thing, forming interrelated networks of experiences and lessons. And 

the best thing about the Memory Game is that it can be played any-

where, anytime, and can have a level of competition that’s genu-

inely fun.


